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Welcome to our latest edition of ‘Communiqué’ from Archbishop Temple School.

A message from
the Headteacher
Dear Parent/Carer
“Commit to the Lord whatever
you do, and He will establish
your plans” Proverbs 16:3

lessons and experiments that
really do bring our curriculum
to life. I recently carried out a
number of ‘deep dives’ and
was thrilled to hear from our
As the term and academic year pupils what they have learnt,
draw to a close there is much and how the many different
to reflect upon and as always
pedagogic approaches being
learn from. This year has
used have helped them
certainly not been without its
remember; the exploration of
challenges that together, in
vocabulary, retrieval activities,
many varying ways, we have
AI technologies, dual coding
seen a way through. It is the
techniques being some of the
togetherness that makes our
highlights.
school community the unique
place it is for our young people Last month we waved goodbye
and all involved in it. So, I
to our Year 11 pupils who
would like to say thank you to typically conducted themselves
all our parents who have
in the most exemplary manor
supported the work we have
enjoying the opportunity to say
done this year; your continual goodbye to staff, sign shirts,
support when we have had to collect hoodies and in the best
close, isolate pupils and
way possible celebrate their
change calendared dates for
time at Archbishop Temple.
openings and events, has been They made all of us extremely
a real help.
proud and go with our very
best wishes; we are all looking
This term we started getting
forward to celebrating with
things back on track whilst still them at the Prom in
adhering to Covid risk
September.
assessments. It has been a
joy to see pupils back in
With our senior prefect team
specialist classrooms, being
gone, it has been a real joy
challenged with practical
recruiting next year’s team of

prefects and interviewing some
outstanding young people.
Our pupils never cease to
amaze and none more so than
the newly appointed Head Girl
and Head Boy and their
respective deputies. I am
looking forward to working with
them next year as we capture
our pupils’ voice and feed this
into future school
improvement.
This year we say goodbye to a
number of long serving
members of staff whose legacy
will stay with us for many years
to come. Our best wishes go
with the following colleagues –
Mr Carter, Mr Duggan,
Mrs Arago-Ferrer, Mrs Coates,
Mrs Jonsson, Mrs Taylor, and
Mr Lees.
Over the summer we have an
extensive plan of
developments and
refurbishments taking place.
Along with the
DE-carbonisation project
(which will see a ground
source heat pump heating the
school, improved windows
holding onto as much heat as
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possible and solar voltaic
arrays used to generate power)
a new reception area is being
built, an electronic registration
system installed, refurbishment
of the staff room, construction
of a number of meeting spaces
and offices to improve how we
meet and work with parents
and pupils in small groups and
on a 1:1 basis. We also have
major works taking place to
improve the sports pitches
courtesy of the Environment
Agency. This will result in our
football pitches being playable
for all but around 6 weeks each
year. This is going to have a
very real impact on our sports
provision.
The government has now
released what the expectation
on schools will be in
September. Before pupils
return, schools will be required
to test all pupils twice within 3-5
days, similar to what happened
in March. I am planning to do
this with as little impact on the
start of term as possible but it
will mean the first two days
pupils’ start times will be
staggered as we work through
testing all consenting pupils.
More specific details on this will
be published direct to parents.

An extensive plan of refurbishments and developments is taking place.

I am sure we are all tired as
term draws to a close, ready
for a break and looking forward
to taking advantage of new
freedoms to meet with family
and friends. I am, however,
excited about the new
academic year, the challenges
to come and the improvements
being made. I am looking
forward to welcoming our new
Year 7 in the new term and
being able to have face to face
meetings with parents and

HEAD BOY AND HEAD GIRL
Congratulations to James and
Katie our newly appointed
Head Boy and Head Girl. We
would also like to congratulate
Aidan and Zoe our newly
appointed Deputy Head Boy
and Deputy Head Girl.

All of the shortlisted candidates
were a credit to themselves
and all presented wonderfully
well in the interviews with
Mr Catlow, Mr Baines and
Chaplain Andy.
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members of our community. I
hope you have an enjoyable
summer and that the weather is
kind to us all.
Mr I. Catlow
Headteacher

fastest woman on earth over
100m and 200m, breaking
world records in the 1969
Olympics. This was quite
amazing as her parents were
told when she was a baby, that
due to an illness she would
never walk, let alone be able to
sprint! We have also examined
encouragement and how we
can choose to build each other
up rather than knock them
down. This has also been the
Christian value in focus during
our last term.

during adversity. The victories
achieved this year are like no
other. A year with
unprecedented challenge has
produced unprecedented
victories which will bear fruit for
years to come. We may not be
in a high stakes football
knockout but, the stakes are
much higher. Nurturing the
next generation built on
ANDY, OUR CHAPLAIN,
Christian values is of eternal
TALKS ABOUT ENDURING
value which is always worth our
TO VICTORY
perseverance. As we focus on
Christ, we can always take
I’m writing this the morning
challenges head on celebrating
after England beat Germany in During the last year there have the victory we have through
the last sixteen of Euro 2020.
been an abundance of these
Him. Let us continue to be built
What a fantastic feeling to win values in action in the life of our up by his teaching and enjoy
at long last to Germany, who
school community. It is a
victory in him.
have seemed to develop a
blessing to be part of this
particularly honed skill at
school and see the fruit of this “5May the God of endurance
beating England in high stakes in everyday life. Pupils have
and encouragement grant you
knock out football. From a
persevered, working together
to live in such harmony with
young age I was told the
in their academic and
one another, in accord with
stories by my Dad about the
extra-curricular activities. Staff Christ Jesus, 6that together you
30 plus years of hurt that
have worked as a team to
may with one voice glorify the
English fans have endured.
ensure everyone’s needs have God and Father of our Lord
Defeat was starting to feel like been met. Our wider
Jesus Christ.” (Rom 15:5-6).
the over-riding narrative of my community continues to
country, but in 90 minutes,
encourage and help when
Andy Barnett
everything changed. To the
possible. Once again, the
School Chaplain
credit of the English team they teachings of Jesus prove
have proved an ability to
foundational for us, ‘love one
persevere and bounce back
another’. He is also the great
after some difficult days and
example of the one who
eventually achieved a
endured and provides
well-earned victory.
encouragement when we need
it. We’re reminded of his
Over a year that has required
perseverance on the road to
much perseverance and
the cross. This can fuel our
needed encouragement for us lives and our faith (Heb 12:1-5).
all, we looked at these themes
in our school worship over the As we draw close to the end of
last half term. We have
term it seems fitting to talk of
examined the life of
the fruit of perseverance and
Wilma Rudolph and how she
encouragement - victory. As
persevered. She led an
they work in tandem, they can
inspirational life becoming the help a community flourish even
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EARTH DAY POETRY COMPETITION WINNERS

To highlight Earth Day the
Geography Department
together with the school library
ran a Year 8 poetry
competition. Earth Day is an
annual event, which takes
place on Thursday 22nd April,
in support of environmental
protection. The event was first
held on 22nd April 1970 and is
now celebrated globally with
over one billion people in over
193 countries taking part.
“The Geography Department
felt that Earth Day should be
highlighted in school and that
pupils should be made more
aware about environmental
issues,” said Miss Mansfield,
Trainee Teacher of
Geography. “As the Year 8
pupils are currently learning
about resources, it was felt
that they would benefit from a
cross-curricular activity to
develop literacy skills and
environmental awareness.
Pupils were asked to write a
poem in a style of their choice
about environmental issues.”

Earth is where we thrive,
it’s what keeps us alive,
so why are we releasing
dangerous gases,
we need to stop this before
earth turns to ashes.

“We received lots of entries for
the competition and the
standard of the entries was
high. The winners were chosen
by myself and Mrs Rigg, school
Librarian, to ensure the
winners had good technique
and subject knowledge.
Congratulations to Hollie-May,
Anna, and Jessica our three
winners!”

Global warming is another
factor of why we need to stop
destroying earth before it gets
out of hand,
this is what everyone needs
to understand,
we need to protect our earth
before it is gone,
for instance stop creating a
nuclear bomb.

We hope you enjoy reading the
winning entries.

Our animals are dying and
habitats are being torn apart,
let’s restart,

fix up our earth,
give it a rebirth.
Fix it up and clean our air,
that would be fair,
because earth gives us
everything,
so let’s clean it up and sing.
Let’s celebrate our world and
everything it owns,
let’s get off our phones
and,
Save our earth before it’s too
late,
that would be great.
By Jessica A.
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TECHNOLOGY SUPERSTARS

Congratulations to the hard
working superstars who were
awarded certificates, chocolate
and trophies at the beginning
of the summer term.

learning online during
lockdown. The certificates were
awarded on behalf of the whole
Technology Department to
reward pupils for their hard
work.

Mrs Smith, Teacher of
Textiles and Food Technology, Well done to all of you!
awarded pupils who
demonstrated a fantastic
attitude towards their
Technology work whilst
6

INSPIRATIONAL TALK MOTIVATES PUPILS IN YEAR 11

approach to life really comes
through, and I never tire of
seeing the impact his story has
on our pupils and staff. As
always, so many of our young
people were truly inspired by
listening to his life story and
witnessing the absolutely
amazing things he gets up to,
and hopefully this will stay with
them as they embark upon the
next stage of their own
journeys."

We were delighted to welcome
motivational speaker Andy
Walker MBE to school
on the 25th May 2021. Andy
delivered an incredibly
inspiring talk to our pupils in
year 11 before they embark on
the next chapter of their lives.
He took the pupils back to his
own childhood and the dreams
he had as a child, inviting
pupils to think about their own
dreams without barriers or
limits. He talked about the
qualities that help people
achieve their dreams determination, resilience,
embracing challenges, being
able to adapt to change and
motivation.
Pupils joined him on an
emotional journey through his
life, from his determination to
succeed as a child to his
wonderful adventures sailing
across the Whitsunday Islands.
Pupils listened intently as he
described the moment his life
changed fifteen years ago,

when, after an accident, he
became paralysed from the
neck down. He described in
vivid detail about overcoming
struggles, how he kept a
positive mindset during the
toughest times and the
amazing adventures he has
embraced since his life
changing accident.
Andy continues to live life to
the full. He works across the
world as a motivational
speaker, as well as taking on a
range of thrilling challenges
from cycling 240 miles across
Kenya using a specially
designed bike controlled by his
chin, to sailing and skiing. He
has even collaborated with
renowned music producer DJ
Fresh to make innovative
music with his mind.
"As a long time friend of the
school it is always an
absolute pleasure to welcome
Andy back," said Mr Baines,
Assistant Headteacher. "His
humorous and matter of fact
7

Our year 11 pupils found the
hour spent with Andy truly
humbling and inspiring, here's
what some of them had to say.
Rosie, in year 11, said, “Andy
was really inspirational. I really
liked his positive attitude and
his determination to overcome
obstacles in his life.”
“It was interesting to listen to
his story of perseverance and
see how far it had got him in
life,” said Millie, Head Girl.
“I thought he was really
engaging and funny,” said
Alister, in year 11. “I liked
listening to how he overcame
adversity.”
Year 11 pupil Juvel said,
“Andy’s was such an
inspirational story. I really
enjoyed hearing about how he
has succeeded in life.”

YEAR 7 AND 8 SPONSORED SPELLING EVENT

As a school, we are committed
to promoting the benefits
of reading for pleasure and
supporting your child in the
development of
their reading skills. Research
has shown reading enhances
educational outcomes in all
subjects: pupils develop their
vocabulary, reading fluency
and understanding of the world
around them. However, the
benefits of reading extend
beyond this. Reading provides
pupils with an opportunity to
develop their own self-esteem,
empathy and understanding of
different people’s perspectives.
Furthermore, reading can help
young people to flourish in
every aspect of life, yet in the
fast-forward world that we live
in, convincing pupils of the
importance and joy of reading
can sometimes be a challenge.
With this in mind, we are
looking to enrich our whole
school curriculum by making
links between our different

subjects and the fiction and
non-fiction books in our library
in order to use reading as a
way to develop their knowledge
around topics of interest to
them. However, this costs
money, so we have launched a
sponsored spelling event with
all our pupils in year 7 and
year 8 in order to raise money
for this initiative.
The words we have chosen
have been taken from our
‘Word of the Week’ shared
during this academic year.
There are 22 words and pupils

are busy revising them during
many of their lessons and form
time. The spelling event took
place in one of their
English lessons during the
week beginning 5th July 2021
so that any monies can be
collected in before we break up
for the summer holidays.
We can’t wait to share with you
how much we raise and the
books that we buy for our
pupils!
Mrs J Baybutt
Lead Practitioner in Literacy

Dates for your Diary
Friday 16th July—1.45pm—School Closes for the summer holidays
Thursday 12th August—GCSE Results Day

Thursday 2nd September & Friday 3rd September—School reopens—
please see Headteacher’s letter
Thursday 16th September—School Prom
Friday 22nd October—Inset Day
Friday 5th November—PTA Bonfire & Fireworks Event (tbc)
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YEAR 10 PUPILS COLLABORATE WITH PRESTON’S COLLEGE BUSINESS STUDENTS
On Thursday 17th June, the
year 10 Business Studies
pupils had a ‘virtual’ interactive
session with students from
Preston’s College. We have
collaborated with the college
for a few years now, but due to
COVID restrictions, this year
we have had to take part in
workshops via ZOOM and
NEARPOD.

Business curriculum. Different
groups of students delivered
interactive sessions via
NEARPOD that the pupils took
part in; these were based on
innovation, the role of the
government in relation to
Business, 'Accounting' and
'Sources of Finance'.

confident, well-prepared and
knowledgeable. They assessed
the pupils from our school and
gave them feedback.

Despite the current climate, it
was fantastic to be able to
collaborate with students at the
college and to help them with
their assessment. Hopefully,
Some of the activities included we will be able to collaborate in
watching videos, checking prior person in the future!
As part of the Level 3
knowledge, quizzes, feedback
qualification at the college, the forms and presentations. The
Ms. K. Ryder
students have to plan an event students from the college who Head of Business
focusing on aspects of the
delivered the sessions were
SOFT, BRIGHT BLANKETS PROVE POPULAR WITH PUPILS
Look at these brightly coloured
picnic blankets kindly created
by Madame Bergon. During her
free time Madame Bergon,
having been inspired by The
Great British Sewing Bee, got
busy stitching and sticking to
create these soft, bright
blankets. Thanks to Madame
Bergon's creativity our younger
pupils, who enjoy sitting
together in groups on the yard,
can do so in comfort. Now
she's going to start making
some for the older pupils.

Madame Bergon hopes to have
24 blankets made in time for
Sports Day. Many thanks to
Madame Bergon for all her
time and effort in creating
these wonderful blankets.

"I've been wanting to do
something all year since the
children have gone through so
much," said Madame Bergon.
"They've coped brilliantly with
having such limited facilities for
breaktimes. I just can't wait
until everything can get back to
normal and the children can
enjoy all their extra curricular
clubs and activities again."
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YEAR 7 PUPILS CREATE SUPER SOLAR SYSTEM MODELS

Our year 7 pupils were set a
challenge to make a model of
the solar system in science
earlier this term.
"I am very impressed by the
models and videos created by
the pupils," said Miss Walsh,
Teacher of Science and Head
of Year 9.
Take a look at the pupils’
fantastic creations here.

TOP HOUSE POINT ACHIEVERS CELEBRATE

At the end of summer half
term, Mr Catlow, Headteacher,
and Mrs Siddle, Assistant
Headteacher, were delighted
to award prizes to the pupils
with the highest number of
House points. Two pupils from
each year group were

surprised in class and awarded representing our school values.
with certificates and chocolate. At the end of each term, pupils
with the highest number of
House points are awarded in
House points are rewarded.
school for good behaviour,
helping out, achievement,
Well done to all pupils who
classwork being completed to received awards, keep up the
a high standard and
great work!
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MODERN FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT SECURES MFL HUB BID

This term Mrs Cairns and
Madame Bergon successfully
secured a bid with the
Department for Education's
National Centre for Excellence
in Languages Pedagogy to
maintain the school's status as
a Lead Modern Foreign
Languages Hub for another
year. There are only nine
schools selected across the
country and Archbishop

Temple is one, which shows
how successful our young
linguists are. The Modern
Foreign Languages team will
continue to work with other
local schools to help improve
teaching and learning in
Modern Foreign Languages
and from January 2022 this
support will be given on a
national level.

PTA NEWS
On Thursday 24th June, we
drew the third and final PTA
500 Club draw. We’d like to
congratulate Daniel Farrar on
winning a fantastic £140! A
cheque will be delivered this
week.

guidelines at the time. In
previous years, the event has
been incredibly popular with
lots of support from parents,
carers and the local
community. It has been our
main fundraiser enabling us to
raise lots of money for the
The 500 Club is an easy and
school. We do hope the event
virtual way of helping to raise
can go ahead this year and
much needed funds for the
hope you will add the date to
school. For an annual payment your diary.
of £10, you will be entered into
a cash prize draw three times I would like to thank everyone
per year. The more members, who has attended the virtual
the bigger cash prize the PTA PTA meetings this academic
can offer and ultimately, more year. Our next PTA meeting
money raised for the school.
and AGM will take place on
Applications for the 500 Club
Thursday 7th October at 7pm,
will open again in September. either virtually or in the music
If you are already a member
block—details to follow nearer
of the 500 Club and haven’t
the time. If you would like to
signed up for a renewal for
attend the meeting, please
the next academic year, you
email
will be able to do so then.
pta@archbishoptemple.com
Plans are already underway for
our school PTA Bonfire and
Fireworks event which is
scheduled to take place on
Friday 5th November,
depending on social distancing

I hope you have a wonderful
summer. Thank you for all your
support.
Claire Sheridan
PTA Chair
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Mrs Cairns said, "This is a
massive achievement for the
school and we are very proud
to be recognised as a centre of
excellence. The Modern
Foreign Languages department
is really fortunate to have such
keen learners and supportive
parents who all understand the
global importance of language
learning."

YEAR 8 PUPILS SMASH
SPORTS RECORDS
Two year 8 sports superstars
have broken school athletics
records.
Ava took 19 seconds off the
1500m record time which has
stood since 2006 and Ethan
took a second off the 800m
record which has stood since
1989!
"The achievements of these
two pupils reminds us of the
incredible talent that we have
in this school,” said Mr Haslam,
Head of Year 8. “We don't see
the hours of effort that pupils
like Ava and Ethan go through
outside of school to reach such
levels. They deserve huge
credit. It makes me even more
proud to be associated with
this school and, in particular,
this year group."

HUMANITIES NEWS

Year 7 Geography
Year 7 Geographers have
been busy once again with
STEM projects and modelling
in their 'Hazardous Earth' topic.
Students have been studying
how natural hazards can be
managed to reduce risk.
During home learning
they followed 'success criteria'
in their creation of basic
earthquake-proof
structures using cocktail sticks,
pasta, recyclable straws and
marshmallows. They then
tested out the strength of their
structures using a shake table
on a tray full of jelly!
Some students chose to
create models of shield
volcanoes like the
recent Geldingadalir example
in Iceland, or stratovolcanoes
like La Sofriere
stratovolcano on St.Vincent
in the Caribbean.

Year 8 Geography
Year 8 Geographers have
been carrying out their
ecosystems fieldwork in the
school grounds, as they
compare levels of biodiversity
and study the impact of human
activities on different
environments. This topic ties in
well with their recent studies on
environmentalism in the
'Can the Earth Cope?' unit of
work. Fieldwork methods
included species surveys using
quadrats and the DAFOR
scale, environmental bi-polar
surveys and field sketching.
Students were particularly
motivated by the opportunity to
carry out their enquiry learning
outside of the classroom.
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Archbishop of York Award:
Christian Distinctiveness at
Archbishop Temple School
Following our school motto of
'faith, nurture and service',
Year 7 students have re-visited
and maintained the trees that
were planted on Year 7
Spirituality Day in September
2020.

YEAR 8 GEOGRAPHERS CARRY OUT ECOSYSTEMS FIELDWORK

Year 10 Geography
Year 10 Geographers have
been recreating landforms of
coastal erosion and deposition
using salt dough for their exam
revision with Mrs Gilmour and
Mrs Parkinson. Students
presented their models and
discussed how the processes
of erosion, transportation and
deposition created the
distinctive coastal landscape.
Some students used
movie-maker time-lapse videos
to show landscape change
over time.

Year 7 History
Year 7 Historians have created
a range of models and ICT
projects for their Medieval
topic. 7N students proudly
presented their Motte and
Bailey castle models to the
class and explained key design
features for defence, including
moving draw-bridges and
crenellations along fortified
walls.
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Pupils recognised that their
trees were symbols of hope
and new growth during a
challenging year. They were
happy to see that they were
thriving in their new
environment and that they felt
that they had made a useful
contribution to the 'Great
Climate Fightback' campaign,
in alignment with our
eco-friendly school ambitions.
As such, students enacted the
Archbishop of York slogan to
'be the change you wish to
see'.

ARCHBISHOP TEMPLE SCHOOL TEACHER RETIRES AFTER 36 YEARS OF SERVICE

Mr Carter is retiring from
Archbishop Temple School
after 36 years of service. The
Teacher of Design and
Technology was appointed in
1985 when the school was
William Temple CE High
School.
Over his career, he has
undertaken numerous roles
and responsibilities in school
and has always worked his
hardest to ensure the best
possible outcomes for the
children in his care.

of the pupils of Durham House.
I will never forget that moment,
I felt proud of the pupils in my
care.”

Mr Carter with pupils in 1985. Many
thanks to Ellie in year 9 for the photo.

joiner for 8 years before
teaching,” said Mr Carter.
“I have many fond memories
working at Archbishop Temple
He has always had the respect School.”
of his students and admiration
of his colleagues through
“I was extremely proud to be
maintaining strong traditional
Head of Durham House. We
values and going the extra mile were known as the charity
for the school and the
house because of the fantastic
thousands of young people he amounts of money we raised
has taught over his career.
for Cancer Research, Blood
Bikes North West, Help for
“I've always relished working
Heroes, Cystic Fibrosis and a
on the Pastoral side of
charity close to my heart, The
education and dealing with
Katy Holmes Trust. We raised
pupil issues and their progress £1,762.87 for the charity. It
within school, and also passing was a very moving experience
on my practical skills learned
when I met Mr and Mrs Holmes
as a qualified carpenter and
to pass on the cheque in front

“It's been a privilege to work
with such wonderful pupils over
a 36 year period; it's been
extremely hard work but a
rewarding experience. COVID
has brought many challenges
but like everyone, we are all
working through this together,
both pupils and staff.”

“Mr Carter has been described
as ‘a legend’ by the pupils,”
said Madame Bergon, Teacher
of Modern Foreign Languages.
“They will no doubt still hear
him cheering on his beloved
team, Preston North End, from
the stands at Deepdale during
his retirement years.”
Everyone at Archbishop
Temple School wishes him the
most well-deserved and
enjoyable retirement and
thanks him for his outstanding
service.

Mr Carter and pupils presenting a cheque to Blood Bikes North West.
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WE BID A FOND FAREWELL TO MR DUGGAN, MRS JONSSON AND MRS TAYLOR
Apart from Mr Carter, also
retiring from Archbishop
Temple School this summer is
Mrs Jonsson, who initially
started life at Archbishop
Temple School as a parent,
when daughter Hayley started
school in 1999. Mrs Jonsson
then started working as a
Teaching Assistant for children
with special educational needs,
supporting lots of children over
the years with their learning. In
2015, Mrs Jonsson became a
Mr Duggan, is also embarking
on a new life as he starts his
retirement this summer. He has
served his time at Temple and
has been one of the most
well-respected and admired
colleagues on the staff team.
In fact Mr Duggan started his
career at Archbishop Temple
School in 1998, even before he
became a teacher. For three
years he would assist the then
Head of Department, Mr Wall,
with an extra-curricular
engineering club, which helped
him decide to switch careers
and become a teacher. And

Cover Supervisor, supporting
teachers who were absent and
quickly becoming a specialist
in many subject areas! Over
the years Mrs Jonsson has
become a much-loved part of
the school family and will be
fondly remembered by all. For
such a petite lady she has a
large personality which shone
in the staffroom and echoed
down the corridors from the
classrooms she taught in!

aren't we glad he did?! After
his initial teacher training
practice here he then started
as a Teacher of Technology,
alongside Mr Carter in 2007,
soon becoming Head of
Department in 2008.
Mr Duggan has inspired
hundreds of young people over
the years, several of whom
have gone on to successful
careers in engineering or
design and technology. From
the teachers' perspective he
will be sorely missed as he
of advice and support and
also served as a staff
really taking care of everyone's
representative, providing lots
health, well-being & safety.

have a varied and interesting
career, initially training to be a
nurse, then working for BAE,
then in a pathology lab,
different wool shops, Design
and Technology teacher and
even a paramedic technician
for the Fire Department over in
Last but not least, Mrs Taylor is the United States. She was
retiring this year. Her Temple
appointed by Mr Carruthers for
journey started the longest ago her final job, as a Science
back in 1969 when she came
Technician, back at her old
to William Temple School, as it High School, in March 2009,
was known back then, as a
after having sent both her sons
pupil. She certainly did well in to Archbishop Temple. She
her studies as she went on to said "the advert simply stated
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they required someone with a
good sense of humour" and
she certainly has that!
Mrs Taylor, although perhaps
not known by name by some
students, has played an
integral part in the success of
the Science Department and
the students. She is one of the
most modest and hard-working
colleagues, doing so much for
others behind the scenes. She
will be truly missed.
Madame Bergon
Teacher of Modern Foreign
Languages

SPORTS DAY 2021
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On Thursday 8th July, staff and
pupils spent the morning
cheering on their form, for our
annual school sports day.

400 and 300 metre races.
Following an impressive
cheerleading routine the relays
got underway.

The format of sports day was
slightly different this year, as
pupils remained in their year
group bubbles and competed
against each other in forms,
rather than Houses. The day
began with the 100 metre sprints,
the field events followed; shot
putt, long jump and high jump.
Meanwhile the track events
continued with the 800, 200,

After lunch, all staff and pupils
watched a sports day highlights
video and then gathered on the
2G in their year groups as
Mr Taberner, Head of PE,
announced the winning forms.
Well done to everyone who took
part and thank you to the PE
department for organising the
event.
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ATS INTERFORM EUROS TOURNAMENT

The Archbishop Temple
School Inter Form Euros
2021 got off to an exciting
start on the 14th June with
pupils in year 7 being the first
to play against each other in
the month long tournament.
Every year group played in
the tournament, with each
form representing a
different Euros team. Each
team was made up of seven
players, with at least three
girls or three boys making up
the team.
If you followed the updates
on social media, you will
have seen that it has been a
thrilling tournament!
All results will be on the
school website soon.
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